For Immediate Release
Azima DLI Announces Teaming Agreement with Luminant to Wirelessly Monitor Health of
Critical Plant Machinery
Luminant’s Comanche Peak Nuclear Power Plant Pioneers Wireless Reporting and Diagnostic Measures
Woburn, MA – June 10, 2013 -- Azima DLI, the leader and premier provider of Predictive
Maintenance (PdM) analytical services and products, today announced a teaming agreement
with Luminant to wirelessly monitor mechanical integrity – a first for the nuclear power
industry.
“This technology will allow Comanche Peak Nuclear Power Plant to further enhance our
already robust equipment monitoring capabilities,” said Rafael Flores, chief nuclear officer of
the 2,300-megawatt Luminant plant in Somervell County, Texas. “We are proud to be the first
nuclear plant in the country to leverage this new wireless reporting system.”
Comanche Peak is piloting Azima DLI’s WATCHMAN Analysis Program™, which captures
critical machinery health data via a wireless network tested in collaboration with the Electric
Power Research Institute to study the feasibility of a new digital control system compliant with
IEEE 802.11 wireless radio emission standards. The WATCHMAN Analysis Program
automatically captures current machine health data and populates a hosted database. This
database is accessible by a web browser to facility maintenance personnel, managers, operators
in Luminant’s Power Optimization Center and Azima DLI machine health analysts, all of whom
have access to predictive analytics and measures of production risk on a 24/7 basis. The service
allows this group the opportunity to address dynamic situations collaboratively by offering
anytime, anywhere access to a common picture of machine health across the critical assets of the
plant.
By collaborating under the teaming agreement, Azima DLI and Luminant expect to share both
technical and strategic cost and quality benchmarking standards resulting from several years of
work invested in optimizing the WATCHMAN solution. In keeping with nuclear industry
practices, the intention is to make available the current state of best practices in machine health
remote monitoring with a commitment to continuous improvement based on feedback captured
from broad-based industry adoption.
“In an industry like ours, safety and reliability are of the upmost importance,” said Clint Carter,
director of operations services at Luminant’s headquarters in Dallas. “Our commitment to
continuous improvement embraces new technology and we are pleased to pilot this program
for both Azima DLI and the nuclear industry.”

“Azima DLI’s cultural commitment to responsiveness depends on accurate, timely predictive
analytics, all of which are foundational to our long-standing relationship with Luminant. We
strive to help the company maintain peak availability at Comanche Peak while we also pursue
the elimination of unplanned maintenance and capital expenditures,” said Azima DLI CEO Burt
Hurlock.

About Azima DLI
Azima DLI is the leader and premier provider of predictive maintenance analytical services and
products that align with customers’ high standards for reliability, availability and uptime.
Azima DLI’s WATCHMAN™ Reliability Services utilize flexible deployment models, proven
diagnostic software and unmatched analytical expertise to deliver sustainable, scalable and
cost-effective condition-based maintenance programs. The company delivers machine health
reliability solutions with global reach that reduce risk, improve safety, increase production and
optimize efficiency. Azima DLI is headquartered in Woburn, Massachusetts with offices across
the U.S. and international representation in Asia-Pacific, Central America, Europe and South
America. For more information, call +1 (800) 482-2290 or visit http://www.azimadli.com.
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